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Three articles

Los Angeles Times - Many young musicians in Cuba were puzzled when the nostalgia of the Buena Vista Social Club became a commercial phenomenon a few years ago, earning dollars and Grammys for its aging artists. Some even felt a touch of resentment. They wondered why world markets would embrace a group of old-timers and their dusty standards when the island's hot new bands struggled to get attention for their amazingly creative work. Now the Grammy spotlight has turned again on a Cuban old-timer, although one who was already familiar to American audiences. Singer Celia Cruz recently picked up four nominations in the third annual Latin Grammy Awards for her latest album, "La Negra Tiene Tumbao," which must be her zillionth recording. Now nobody begrudges Celia her success. The artist is beloved here and in her homeland, which she left long ago. But the question still arises: Has the old guard again won out over the vanguard? Have Latin Grammy voters in the tropical categories ignored great new salsa music in favor of tried-and-true tradition? This time there is nothing to resent. Instead of making us feel sorry for those left out, the success of Cruz and other veteran tropical acts in this year's nominations makes us painfully aware that there's not much out there to ignore. Where have all the great new salseros gone? Of the 20 nominations in four tropical categories this year, a dozen went to old-time acts. In the salsa album category, where you'd expect to find the latest stuff, three of the five nominees have been around for decades. Aside from Cruz, they include middle-aged singer Tito Rojas and El Gran Combo, the acclaimed Puerto Rican band that is celebrating its 40th anniversary. The other two nominations in that category went to Giro (who's he?) and Marc Anthony, for his album "Libre." He may still be young, but Marc Anthony hardly represents a fresh style or new vision in salsa. The singer is so '90s. The Nuyorican's latest album is perhaps the weakest of his salsa career, which was launched in 1993 under the aegis of producer Sergio George, who also worked on the new Cruz album. George was at the forefront of an early-'90s salsa revival on the New York scene, led by Marc Anthony, La India and DLG. Designed to appeal to young, bicultural urban youth, that New York salsa style now seems almost as dated as disco. Nothing has come along to replace it, at least not in the Big Apple. That's why people still yearn for salsa's golden era, the boom years of the '70s when Fania Records was the Motown of Latin music. Styles come and go, but connoisseurs still snap up CD reissues of all the great Fania artists. (Too bad the digital transfers are so careless.) In those days, I was a student at UC Berkeley, part of a small clique of Chicanos who prized salsa albums from New York the way rock fans treasured British imports. Only a few stores carried the new Fania releases. So whatever we could find we would buy, sound unheard. When a friend traveled to New York in the summer of '74, I asked her to bring back a few albums. Just buy whatever the store clerk recommends, I told her. When she returned, it was as if Christmas had come early. Four of the records she brought back are now classics: Willie Colon's "Lo Mato," Larry Harlow's "Salsa," Ismael Rivera's "Traigo de Todo" and the first album by the team of Celia Cruz and Johnny Pacheco, which includes the hit "Quimbara." New York was salsa's London or L.A., a seemingly boundless reservoir of artists making music that sounded fresh and exciting, though it was grounded in ancient Afro-Cuban and Afro-Rican traditions. You never knew what you'd discover on a new album, even from an established artist. If you bought Ray Barretto's self-titled 1975 album featuring the cover with the congas that flapped open, you heard a new and unknown singer on a couple of tracks. He sounded a lot like Cheo Feliciano in those days, but his name was Ruben Blades. Then came the dreary '80s, with its pop salsa romantica craze. The feel of the street, that exciting spontaneity, was gone from the music. And it never came back, at least not at its original level.  Recently, we've seen a spate of live albums by popular Puerto Rican bands celebrating 30, 35, 40 years together. They include the 45th-anniversary album of La Sonora Poncena, and the 40th-anniversary concerts by bandleader Tommy Olivencia and by El Gran Combo, whose latest studio album is among the Latin Grammy nominees for best salsa album. Bassist Bobby Valentin, a member of the Fania All Stars, this year released his 35th anniversary album. It's a live performance titled "Vuelve a la Carcel" (He Goes Back to Jail), a reference to his acclaimed live albums recorded in 1975 at Puerto Rico's Oso Blanco state prison. With Blades and Feliciano among his guest artists, Valentin returned to perform for the prisoners, some of whom may have seen the earlier concert almost three decades ago. It's a powerful record. All these bands sound better than ever. No wonder the music of this era is now sometimes called "salsa dura," or hard salsa, because it's heavy, as we'd say in the '60s. Those of us who had a taste of it stayed hungry for it. That's why there was such a rush to Havana when the doors finally opened in the late '80s and early '90s. The Cubans still had that fire in the grooves. Each band had its own identity and each album had surprises. With the embargo, Cuba was like a forbidden mecca. So the treasure hunt started all over again: Just bring me back anything from Havana, my friend. Sadly, those days are over too. Many dynamic Cuban bands have lost their way, falling into repetition or formulas. Whether in New York or Havana, artists who once prided themselves on being progressive no longer have grounds to complain if old-timers steal the spotlight.

Havana - (PL) - US immigration authorities denied visas to Cuban musicians Guido Lopez Gavilan, the Entrevoces choir and its director Digna Guerra. According to a report by journalist Pedro de la Hoz in Granma newspaper, "The US government used one of its most typical and gross proceedings, by not answering the visa request made by the Cuban musicians until it was too late." Guido Lopez Gavilan is one of the most famous composers in Cuba and he was scheduled to attend as a guest to the 6th Choir Music World Symposium taking place this week in Minneapolis, US, with the attendance of 6,000 delegates from 70 countries. On the request of the events organizers Gavilan wrote the piece "Conga" and it was the most praised song within the selected number released, reported Granma, "due to its vocal brilliance and the way the composer encompassed the essence of one of the main genres of Cuban musical identity." Along with Lopez Gavilan, nine other composers were invited to the Symposium: From the United States, Dominic Argento, Chen Yi, Moses Hogan, Libby Larsen, and Stephen Paulus, Venezuelans, Alberto Grau, Brazilian Ernani Aguiar, Mexican Jorge Cordoba, and Canadian R. Murray Schaffer. The Cuban artists victory was magnified because it was performed by the Chanticleer Choir, from the US, a Grammy award winner in 1997 and considered significant by critics.

Havana - (PL) - Homage to Cuban rock music and hip-hop, to singers, to island vocal fusion and sia cara (expression of admiration of the yoruba religion) were exclamations heard from the Cubans nominated to the Grammy Awards by the Abdala music label. This music company, sponsored by Cuban singer and composer Silvio Rodriguez, organized a press conference, in its headquarters in this capital, with Lazaro Ross, Rey Guerra, Sintesis, Vocal Sampling and X Alfonso, the nominees by that company to the Grammies on September 18. Cuba competes with Shango (Ross), De Sindo a Silvio (Guerra), Habana a flor de piel (Sintesis), Cambio de tiempo (Vocal Sampling) and Homenaje a Benny More (X Alfonso). Chucho Valdes is also nominated by the EGREM. Carlos Alfonso, director of Sintesis, highlighted the recognition of the world"s most famous musical event: Cuban music is one of the most important in the world, not to recognize it is ruin the award that prides itself for its seriousness. The Grammies are exalted when Cuban music is included." Rey Guerra recalled what he told PL some years ago "My record is a homage to a century of Cuban troubadours and to guitar (Chucho Valdes consider him as one of the best guitar players of the world), to those who used the instrument not only as a support but with the excellence of the player". The conference was also attended by other famous Cuban musicians, such as Guido Lopez Gavilan, Teresita Junco, Aldo Lopez Gavilan, Pedro Luis Ferrer, Noel Nicola, Joaquin Betancourt and German Velazco. The Unicornio division of the Abdala label took advantage of the situation to present a new catalogue that offers new proposals such as Nieve en La Habana, by Dagoberto Pedraja (rock), La rumba es cubana, by Gregorio Hernandez (Goyo), Recuento, by Polito Ibanez, Obsesion, by Mirian Ramos, and Saxual, by German Velazco, among others. This company will launch twenty productions in September, including the founder of the Nueva Trova, Eduardo Ramos, members of the new trova Gerardo Alfonso and Santiago Feliu, guaracha player Pio Leyva (Buena Vista Social Club), Havana Report, by Hernan Lopez Nussa, and Iluminame, by Liuba Mar!a Hevia. "To get into the catalogue of Abdala is to drawn up into their many huge projects", according to experts, but the work is worthwhile. The night on September 18, this company will surely win, there is no other choice.


